Abstract. A continuously evolving geography requires a good understanding in networks. As such, this paper accounts for theories and applications of complex networks and their role both in geography in general, as well as in determining various geographical network trajectories. It assesses how links between agents lead to an evolutionary process of network retention, as well as network variation, and how geography influences these mechanisms.
Introduction
The limited insight offered by the neoclassical growth theory [1] pertaining both regional growth [2, 3] and geographical agglomeration [4, 5, 6, 7] has brought forth completely new approaches to economic geography [8, 9] . Integrating both growth theories and endogenous explanations pertaining to regional economy development [10, 11, 12] , valuable insight is thus gained by economic geographers. Shifting their attention towards the understanding of geographical proximity of both technological and economical innovations [13] , geographers are interested in understanding how innovation is made and why innovative practice often concentrates in certain geographical proximities [7] .
As a result, one way of analyzing certain regional economical developments [14] is to apply network science and identify certain interactions in generated economic network. As such, geographers -especially the ones from the economic department -have become gradually receptive to network science, due to its various applications in analyzing economic outcomes [15, 16] . Just like evolutionary economics, network theory uses regional clusters to study various conditions and outcomes in a dynamic fashion [17] . In the dynamic field of geography, networks have been applied with success over the course of many years already and have coined specific terminologies pertaining geographical clusters and even globalization.
Following a critical review published by economic geographer Gernot Grabher [18] , it has come to the attention however, that the application of network science in the field of geography has been done either superficially or selectively. As such, in this paper we address the development of network science and its application in geography. Using emerging research on network evolution [19, 20] , we aim at integrating concepts into the field of economic geography. As a result, we propose the following objectives:
-Define a geographical network trajectory [21] which incorporates the application of network science in order to study the evolution of networks across regions. -Analyze retention-, and variation-mechanisms in network structures which are endogenous to network evolution. -Determine models of variation in network trajectories by taking into consideration various regional innovations.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the contribution of network theory to an evolutionary economic geography, as well as to prove that innovation and regional growth results from the bridging of several (unconnected) networks. As such, after addressing basic concepts in section 2, section 3 presents the existing mechanisms responsible for selection-, retention-, and variation-mechanisms. Conclusively, section 4 ends this paper with a general discussion pertaining sources of innovation for regional growth.
Theoretical Background
In this section we offer theoretical background pertaining social network analysis and its application in geography, with particular focus on the economic side of it.
Social Network Analysis
Social network analysis is the process of investigating various social structures by using networks and graph theory [22] . As such, a social network is a construction formed by individuals (actors, agents) with bidirectional connections (relationships, friendships) between them, effectively resembling a real-world structure of our own society. Social networks derive from complex networks, together with which they form part of the nascent field of network science [23, 24] , ever since their first introduction to literature in the 1970's [25] . Based on graph theory and network theory, empirical observations of real-world networks and sociology, their main purpose is to model the various relationships from our own society.
Underpinned by empirical studies of real-world systems, complex networks have gained increased interest due to their applicability in various social [26, 27, 28] and scientific fields, such as biology, economy [29] and geography [30] . For instance, in the economic area it is highly important to understand the mechanism in which certain economic agents handle better than others [31].
Geography
The field of geography can be linked to complex networks by factoring in two main properties, namely proximity and place, both very important views of geography when taking into consideration the concept of geographical network trajectory.
Proximity, a latent effect of various economic processes, influences network formation in a direct manner; as such, the most widely used approach in economic geography aims at addressing this issue. It is directly influenced by two underlying social technologies present throughout all existing relations of economic geography, namely communication technology [32] and transport technology [33] . As such, only by analyzing communication preferences of social actors and mobility opportunities can we also determine the existing relation between physical space and economic interaction; in other words, constraints of proximity only apply if face-to-face is the only means of communication while travel is denied.
By using the notion of resource bundle from the theory of the growth [34], a place -the second property by which we can establish a link between networks and geography -can be considered both a resource and opportunity. As such, a place-specific resource offers a source of contextuality, difference and contingency for economic development [35, 36] . Conclusively, by taking into consideration structural (e.g., social capital, structural holes, etc.), material, social and economical resources, places do not coerce the formation of a given network, but various social interactions do influence the geography (of the network) [10] .
Geographical network trajectory
The main focus of any theory pertaining network evolution is how structural layout of a given network at time 1 affects the interactions among agents (nodes) and/or the formation of new relationships (ties) at time 2 [37] . As such, the concept that combines network, geography and evolution in order to analyze the above scenario is the geographical network trajectory [38] . It describes from a geographic point of view the formation and dissolution of relationships (ties) within a given network. This perspective effectively shifts the analysis of single relations to the analysis of the overall relations from within a network. As such, a theory behind network evolution takes into consideration not only the appearance of a new tie, but also the impact that the system imposes on the creation of additional relationships.
3 The evolutionary process in geographical network trajectory
Selection
The selection mechanism is based on environment. In the field of economics, for instance, it is the market competition that dictates the existence and layout of various producers [41] . In field of social network analysis however, selection refers to the presence of relationships (ties) between agents (nodes) of the same network [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] . This selection is the result not only of an external environment, but also of the various decisions made by the mutual agents linked together. This implies that the selection mechanism is based on both the requirement of constant adaptation, as well on a strategy focused on improving the relations between both agents, to the point of mutual benefit. In all economical networks new relationships occur either between two producers who already have a shared history, or new producers, without any previous relationships. As such, a theory of network evolution must take into consideration both the emergence of dynamic links, as well as possible disappearance of these; both cases imply the presence of another factor, namely cost.
Creating and/or maintaining relations is a costly resource, and is greatly dependent on each producer as a limiting factor. As such, producers analyze the presence of relations mainly from a utility perspective, and how they would benefit from it. One such benefit would be the possibility of accessing external resources [48] ; this, however, would also automatically decrease the producers' attractiveness for new relations. In this case, tie selection can be defined as the competitive allocation of limited relationships where the presence of such a relationship automatically implies possible lost opportunities. This suggests that tie selection is a competitive process which hinges on both exogenous changes (e.g., regulatory markets) [49] as well as endogenous dynamics (e.g., one producer has become more attractive because of its alliance with a third party) [50, 51] . In what follows, we further address these two mechanisms, with focus on endogenous mechanisms of network evolution like retention and variation of network structures.
Retention
The retention mechanism of a network refers to the inclination towards a given (future) tie selection based on past decisions and their outcome. This mechanism stems from either persistent (i.e., slow-decaying) or new, path-dependent ties. According to sociologist Ronald S. Burt, the decay is a power function of time, in which decay probability decreases the older a tie and/or node is [52] . However, as mentioned before, retention also comes from the appearance of path-dependent ties. As such, while studies on tie-decays analyze the life-span of existing relationships, another approach is to analyze where the next tie is most likely to form, even without (significant) change in layout, centrality or density distributions or even fragmentation [53] . As such, the existing literature on the retention mechanism describes three main theories, described in what follows.
Preferential attachment This theory states that when creating new ties in a scale-free network topology [54], agents with a high degree are capable of increasing their degree even more and at a much faster pace, while agents with a small degree will inevitably stagnate in the process [55, 56] . From this, we can deduce that well-positioned agents have a clear, accumulative advantage (over time) compared to the un-connected and peripheral agents [44, 57] . However, in a real-life scenario, this does have a limitation, in that agents can only maintain a limited number of relationships, and as such, the process of centralization is, in fact, empirically finite [58] .
Embedding This theory suggests that new relationships are formed based on the trust of the old ones. The increased interconnection to which this leads is the process of social embedding [44] . As a result, this leads to persistent network structures, as well as the formation of new mentalities within groups of interconnected agents [71] .
Multi-connectivity This theory pertains to the fact that networks expend by means of a process meant to induce diversity. Creating multiple independent ties between them, agents gain a cumulative advantage of multi-connectivity, and become more attractive for the formation of new relationships [59] . As these new links form, they reinforce clusters of agents, who become more cohesive over time. This led Walker [60] et. al. to argue in favor of path-dependence in network growth [61, 62] .
As a whole, the previously mentioned theories (i.e., preferential attachment, embedding and multi-connectivity) represent a cumulative path-dependent retention mechanisms found in networks of various types. Additionally, geographical location also affects the evolution of the network trajectory [43,63,64,65]; however, the impact is only limited to a certain regional level, where face-to-face communication is allowed [59] . New relationships are more likely to form when two agents are located in the same region (i.e., co-located), even if the involved agents are not central within a given network [66, 67] . As a result, there is numerous evidence for retention mechanisms in networks from a geographical point of view.
Complex networks successfully convey important aspects of cumulative, pathdependent evolution over time between individual agents as well as between groups of agents (clusters). However, these retention mechanisms may also lead to a situation known as local lock-in [11, 68] , in which certain already-existing patterns prohibit the appearance of new ones. Lock-ins, however, can be overcome by the emergence of new variation.
Variation
As we can see, variation is the result of endogenous network mechanisms for both tie formation and dissolution. In a network, variation opposes an existing network trajectory in favor of selection of new ties. As such, even though variation refers to changes in network structure, it is defined at the level of tie selection, which in turn, affects the re-organization of the network [69] . Empirical data has shown that creating and maintaining an active relationship with an agent outside of ones own network would shorten the given agents membership duration [70] ; it is due to this phenomenon that variations happen in social and economic networks, which countervail the previously-mentioned retention mechanisms. Then again, once such a link is established, the cumulative retention mechanisms (i.e., preferential attachment, embedding and multi-connectivity) create new opportunities for new links, thus effectively countering existing patterns of path-dependence [71, 72] .
Conclusions
Evolutionary economic networks are greatly influenced by retention-, and variationmechanisms which, in turn, create path-dependent network trajectories [11] by implicating certain path-dependence attributes (e.g., preferential attachment, embeddedness, multi-connectivity, etc.) [63]; moreover, evolutionary theory of economic growth must also be able to explain innovation in regional economic development. However, since evolutionary theory in fields like economy [8] , sociology [73] , geography [8, 74] is still in its infancy, the observations drawn in this paper are exploratory only.
As a result of limited application of evolutionary theory, geographers have turned to network theory from the new domain of social network analysis. As such, rather than offering a coherent theory pertaining regional evolution, network theory offers a new, evolutionary perspective to economic geography. Offering a way of promoting economic growth and innovation, it also represents a means to analyze the social values and economic interests between regional structures and individuals.
The analysis of network evolution, including from an economic point of view, is important due to the emergence or disappearance of both agents (nodes) and relationships (ties) simultaneously. As such, when new relationships form, the causes and consequences of network growth must also be addressed: what is the relationship between a path-dependent network trajectory and the growth rate of a network? Apart from this simple question, there are many other questions (economic) geographers need answers to, however an evolutionary analysis of changes within a network requires not only relational-, but also longitudinal data spanning over extensive time-periods [71] . Seeing that this kind of data can only be analyzed using network theory, it offers a perfect incentive for geographers to apply methodologies offered only by social network analysis. 
Fixed-Period Problems: The Sublinear Case
With this chapter, the preliminaries are over, and we begin the search for periodic solutions to Hamiltonian systems. All this will be done in the convex case; that is, we shall study the boundary-value probleṁ x = JH ′ (t, x)
x(0) = x(T ) with H(t, ·) a convex function of x, going to +∞ when x → ∞.
Autonomous Systems
In this section, we will consider the case when the Hamiltonian H(x) is autonomous. For the sake of simplicity, we shall also assume that it is C 1 . We shall first consider the question of nontriviality, within the general framework of (A ∞ , B ∞ )-subquadratic Hamiltonians. In the second subsection, we shall look into the special case when H is (0, b ∞ )-subquadratic, and we shall try to derive additional information.
The General Case: Nontriviality. We assume that H is (A ∞ , B ∞ )-subquadratic at infinity, for some constant symmetric matrices A ∞ and B ∞ , with B ∞ − A ∞ positive definite. Set: 
Theorem 1 tells us that if λ + γ < 0, the boundary-value problem:
has at least one solution x, which is found by minimizing the dual action functional:
on the range of Λ, which is a subspace R(Λ) 
is a convex function, and 
If γ < −λ < δ, the solution u is non-zero:
